Rows of pins' next to the stiffeners, in approx 80 mm distance. Pin's length: 130 mm.

This booklet consists of 4 sheets cover included.

Center row of pins' to be fitted center of distance between stiffeners. Pin's length: 130 mm.
Area between stiffeners equally distributed. Starting from 100 mm distance from top. In between evenly distributed, approx 233 mm distance in height.

Same pin distribution in each section.

2 x 45 mm Rockwool Marine Wired Mat 90

Test: IMO res. A.754(18)
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A-60 Bulkhead

Rockwool A/S - Marine & Offshore

Built-up and pin configuration of test installation, according to FTP Code
Edition 2
Sheet 1/1
Maximum distance between pin's: 300 mm
Pin's equally distributed over the area.

Refer also to drawing 8.10.10.ed2